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Many organizations today are under pressure to
minimize the time it takes to turn around information.
Winscribe helps to ease this pressure with smart
speech productivity technologies that enable
business professionals to produce documentation
faster than with traditional transcription or self-typing
methods. Winscribe Speech Recognition (WSR), a
voice-to-text technology, is easy to use, accurate and
light on IT resources. With WSR, you can save time
and costs and boost productivity!
WSR recognizes the words you are speaking and
automatically types them for you, resulting in
significantly faster documentation and turnaround
time. WSR also assists businesses to digitally
document and store information, minimizing your
need for hardcopy paperwork. As well, WSR assists
business professionals, who work in a lab, on-the-go,
or in other areas, where their hands must be free to do
other important tasks, to generate reports and other
documentation in a “hands-free” manner.
The average person types at 39 words per minute, yet,
the average person speaks at 200+ words per minute.
Think about the impact WSR could have on your
organization’s bottom line!

Key Features
»» Supports front-end (client side) speech
recognition and back-end (server side)
speech recognition
»» Ability to dictate text into fully formatted
document templates
»» Can integrate with third party information
systems
»» Multiple language vocabularies/topics
»» Enables process automation and
centralized data management
»» Light on technology requirements, with a
small network and resource footprint
»» Centralized management reducing
management overhead
»» Low edit rate, enabling documentation to
be created quickly and accurately
»» “Group learning” enables new words and
preferred formatting options to be defined
and made accessible to all members of a
group or several groups
»» Optional pre-training uses previous
dictation and transcription results to enable
greater recognition accuracy from the start
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“Typing was 50% faster
using Winscribe with
speech recognition...”
Malcolm Sinclair

Payne Butler Lang
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Spend less time on paperwork and more time serving
clients and working on more important tasks. Winscribe
Speech Recognition empowers business professionals
to use their voices to create and manage documentation,
while improving productivity and document efficiency.
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“Use your
voice, and spend
less time on
paperwork!”

Faster communication
and more efficient
creation of documents

Reduce document
production and
transcription costs

Fast training and
results from the start

Collect, track, analyze
and report on speech
recognition data

Fast ROI that lowers
costs, while helping to
improve client service

Speech recognition at
your PC and via your
smartphone or tablet

Flexible Licensing Options
In order to meet the diverse needs of organizations
both large and small, Winscribe offers its clients flexible
options for software acquisition. For clients who wish to
host and manage the software in their own data center,
Winscribe’s software can be acquired through traditional
licensing. Alternatively, clients can elect to subscribe
to Winscribe Cloud Services, a Software as a Service
offering whereby the software and servers are managed
by Winscribe – enabling your firm to save on IT resources.
Lastly, Winscribe offers usage-based subscription options
(onsite or in the cloud). Organizations that have a spectrum
of dictation users, from heavy to infrequent, may find the
usage-based model more beneficial and effective for
reducing shelfware and enabling faster self-provisioning.
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